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4. The Light of Day

Silver  pounced  on my legs  and brought  me out  of  my  reverie.  Laeka 
walked in with a basin of water, a towel, and a linen garment. I washed off 
the soot that  still  covered me. As I pulled on the fresh tunic,  I heard 
voices in the main room of the hut.

The Elders gestured for me to sit at the square table. They listened 
attentively to my unbelievable story. Oria asked what Morgoz had said,  
while the Fire Elder was interested in his weaponry. Gradak wanted to 
hear about his powers. Finally they fell silent.

“I’m going to station a ZDF unit at the Library immediately,” Fieron 
frowned. “I can’t believe you waited until morning to tell us, Laeka.”

I  had  mixed  feelings  about  the  prospect  of  troops.  I  enjoyed  the 
seclusion of my work. On the other hand, I was scared Morgoz would 
return, and armed soldiers would be reassuring. Still, I would feel guilty if  
harm came to them. I resigned myself to accepting the Elders’ decision.

“First the axis tilt, and now this,” grumbled Oria.
Laeka  folded  her  hands  on the  table.  “Morgoz  caused  the  storm, 

certainly, but I’m convinced his personal appearance was a delusion. The 
real Morgoz would have made sure Zarena was dead, or at least erased her  
memory.”

Gradak shifted in his chair. “Stone, ice, amnesia, penetrating vision, 
heat, mind-reading, magnetism, and that dark energy shock wave thing. 
He used, or claimed, eight different powers.”

“He said he has sixty-four,” I recalled.
Laeka shrugged. “That’s just it. He could have snuffed her life with a 

flick of his wrist. And the Dark Destroyer doesn’t forgive.”
“Good  point.”  Gradak  crossed  his  furry  arms.  “Still,  it’s  safer  to 

assume he was real, and he’ll return once he notices Zarena’s alive. Let’s 
post an armed unit. They’re not fighting anywhere else right now.”

Laeka asked, “Could a small group of soldiers stop him? This is an ill-
tempered being of unimaginable strength.”

“Dragon-mounted messengers will alert the ZDF commander,” said 
Fieron.

Oria shook her plumed head. “He’d slip past them with powers of 
concealment. Zarena, how’s your research coming?”
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“Slowly. I’d like to get back to work.” I was tired of being the center 
of attention. “When can I go home?”

Fieron turned to Laeka. “Give me until this afternoon to secure the 
perimeter.”

The water Elder sighed. “Fine. I just hope I’m right. I’d hate to put 
our troops into a hopeless situation.”

“I’m sure you are right, Laeka,” he smiled, “but we have to take care 
of our own.” The others nodded.

After wishing me a rapid recovery, the Elders left. During my nap 
Fieron sent word the troops were stationed. “Come eat, and then I’ll walk 
you home,” said Laeka.

I sat down to soup and bread. The kitten bounded into the kitchen.
“Would you like to take Silver?” asked the Elder. “She likes you.”
I set out a clam on a napkin. “She’s sweet. But won’t you miss her?”
“With all the fishing boats around here, we’ve got plenty of kittens,” 

she chuckled. “She’ll keep you company until I find you an apprentice.”
After lunch we set out, Silver bouncing after us. As we crested the 

ridge, we saw two Pyran soldiers on a rock and a dragon in the grass. The 
masons’ cart stood in front of the building.

I stepped cautiously past the new door. The Library smelled faintly of 
smoke.  A  melancholy  feeling  in  my  stomach,  I  turned  toward  the 
bookshelf where the copy of Ileia’s History of Za belonged.

The book was there!
I opened it. Ileia’s words, in my handwriting, covered the pages.
I set it on the desk and dashed into the kitchen, swerving around the 

masons to the trap door. I loped down the stairs and found the original 
History. Clutching it to my chest, I climbed back up and set it on the desk 
beside the copy.

Laeka  was  removing  food  and  bedding  from  her  pack.  “Morgoz 
didn’t take the books?”

I sighed. “No.” What a relief not to repeat Ileia’s years of diligent  
labor! I watched the Elder put clean sheets on my bed. Either the Dark 
Destroyer  had  been an illusion,  or  he  had replaced  the  books  on the 
shelves. I examined the bindings.

Silver clawed at a packet of dried fish, and Laeka put her on the floor. 
“Well,  I’ll  let  you get  settled.”  She gave me a hug,  and I thanked her 
distractedly.

I turned back to the History. If Morgoz had altered anything, it might 
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be the section about the Elementals. My pet tore at the paper again, so I 
gave her some fish and set the rest on a shelf. I stepped around Perian to 
get a bowl of water. Then I resumed my search through the book for 
signs of tampering.

There  was  a  rap  on  the  open  door.  “Zarena!  Welcome  home!” 
Daxion ambled inside. “Hey, you got a cat.”

I stood up. “That’s Silver. Laeka gave her to me.”
He stopped and stared at my legs. “I like your new tunic.”
“Uh, yeah. Laeka’s shorter than I am.” I tugged at the hem.
“That’s  not  a  bad  thing,”  he  smiled.  He  walked  into  the  kitchen. 

“Nice job, guys.”
“Thanks,”  said  the  apprentice  mason,  lowering  his  hammer.  “I’m 

Lidak, and this is my master, Perian.”
“I’m Daxion, the lighthouse apprentice. I know your boss. He and his 

old helper patched the lighthouse once.”
Perian looked up from sawing a rafter and nodded.
“You work for Jaanor?” asked Lidak.
“Yeah.”
“Wow! You guys spar?”
“All the time. Guess who wins?” Daxion flexed his knees and held up 

his fists. “But I’m getting better. And I’ve got some reach on him.”
“We  short  guys  have  to  compensate  with  strength,”  said  Lidak. 

“Lucky for me, I get a weight workout with my job, lifting rocks and—”
The master mason cleared his throat. Lidak drove his nail.
“How about a metal roof?” suggested the Pyran. “It wouldn’t burn as 

easily as thatch.”
“Not a bad idea,” replied Perian. “Can you get some metal?”
“Sure.  I’m about  to  go  ask  Kevlon for  a  lightning  rod.  They  say 

lightning  never  strikes  twice,  but  Zarena  keeps  some  pretty  scary 
company.”

“What do you mean?” asked Lidak, putting a nail against the board.
“Haven’t you heard? Morgoz showed up yesterday. That’s why the 

place is trashed.”
Lidak dropped the nail. “Whoa! Is that what happened to the door?”
“Smashed it into toothpicks with his armored fist.” The Lighthouse 

apprentice smacked his palm.
I  looked  up  from  the  History.  I  hadn’t  found  anything  amiss. 

“Actually, Daxion, I’m not so sure. I think I might have imagined him. 
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The books  he  took  were  on the  shelves,  unharmed,  right  where  they 
belong.”

“No way! What broke down the door, then?”
“The wind, maybe. It was blowing really hard,” I shrugged.
Daxion’s brow furrowed. “What about the soldiers?”
“The Elders just want me to feel secure,” I explained.
“Well, I’m still going to set up a lightning rod.” He rummaged in his 

pack and removed a drill. “And I’m making you a peephole. Don’t open 
the door without looking first.”

“You really think that would help?” I asked skeptically.
He propped open the door with his foot and cranked the drill. “Well, 

obviously you’ll  need an escape plan, too.” The bit poked through the 
wood, and he nodded with satisfaction. “Now I’m off to see Kevlon.”

“Get enough metal to cover the whole building,” said Perian. “We’ll 
take off the thatch while you’re gone.”

“I could do it with a match,” offered Daxion, “but that would make 
Zarena nervous.” He grinned at me and strode away.

Perian sawed the last rafter and held it in place for Lidak. They pulled 
off the thatch. Then Perian lit the stove to heat some beef stew.

After  supper,  I  baked  some  honey  cinnamon  cookies  from  the 
provisions Laeka had left. Then Kevlon and Daxion arrived with a roll of 
sheet metal and some steel rods. A russet dog jumped off the wagon and 
sniffed everything, including the kitten, who puffed to twice her normal 
size. Kevlon gave an order, and the dog reclined in the shade.

The welder took out his torch and assembled the lightning rod. Lidak 
dug a hole and mixed cement to set the rod. Perian and Daxion unrolled 
the sheet metal onto the rafters, Kevlon cut it to fit, and Lidak nailed it  
down. Perian dabbed pitch on the seams.

The four  men stood back to admire their  work.  “That’ll  keep the 
books dry,” said Daxion.

“Thanks so much, all of you,” I smiled, handing out cookies.
Daxion exchanged goodbyes with the Terrans, and Perian urged his 

donkey past  the  dragon with  a shake of  the reins.  Kevlon packed his  
torch. “I’ll see you on the lava flows, Dax.” They rammed their knuckles 
together. The welder and his dog hopped onto the wagon seat, and the 
donkey plodded down the road.

I turned to Daxion. “I don’t know how to repay you.”
“You don’t owe me anything, Zarena. It was fun,” he smiled. “Well, 
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you could feed me dinner.”
“Sure.” I took the food from the shelf and set it on the desk.
Daxion tore off a piece of bread. “Who’s that letter from?”
“Lygor,” I replied, sitting across from him.
“What does he want?” He looked at me expectantly.
I gave him an uneasy smile. I wasn’t really ready to face a message 

from my dead sweetheart’s best friend, but I couldn’t put it off any longer. 
I unfolded the paper.

Zarena, I know you’re grieving, but Gavron wouldn’t want you to stay sad. He  
told me if he died in battle, he wanted his friends to throw a party at the cemetery. I  
think we should follow his wishes this coming Fourth-Day. Let me know if that’s all  
right. —Lygor.

Daxion was reading upside down. “A party? All right!” He looked at 
my brimming eyes and added awkwardly, “You must miss him.”

We sat in silence for a while. After a few bites of bread he asked, “So,  
what are you going to tell Lygor?”

Dabbing my face with his napkin, I smiled. “We should go ahead.”
“That’s the spirit,” he smiled back. The kitten jumped onto the desk, 

and he slid her a chunk of fish. “Am I invited?”
“Of course.” I set the fish and cat on the floor.
There was a knock. “Check the peephole,” said Daxion.
I opened the door. “It’s Alara. She won’t blast me.”
The mail  carrier threw her arms around my neck. “Zarena! I’m so 

glad you’re all right. I heard about the lightning.” She glanced at Daxion. 
“Am I interrupting something?”

“No, come in.” I ushered her to the desk. “Hungry?”
She sniffed the air.  “I  already ate,  unless you have some of  those 

cookies.” She spotted the cat, crouched in the windowsill staring at the 
eagle. “Aww, a kitten!”

“That’s Silver,” I said on my way to the kitchen. “Laeka says I need 
company until she finds me an apprentice.”

“What’s with the soldiers?” asked Alara, perching on a chair.
“I thought I saw Morgoz, but he was just a hallucination,” I shrugged. 

“I slammed my head on a wall.”
“She  did see him,” said Daxion.  “And she’ll  be ready if  he comes 

back.”
Alara  stopped  nibbling  her  cookie.  She  glanced  between  us. 

“Okaaay…”
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“There’s no way the wind broke that door,” he insisted. “Wind could 
have blown it off the hinges, maybe. But it was smashed to smithereens. 
And what about the boom?”

“Maybe it was a tornado. It was dark, with no moon, so you couldn’t 
see it. The boom was when it hit the building,” I replied. “Look, I thought 
he was real, too, until I considered things in the light of day. As Laeka 
says, if Morgoz was really here, I wouldn’t be.”

Daxion leaned forward. “Zarena, you know what you saw. You can’t 
let other people tell you what to think!”

I  rolled my eyes.  “You really  believe  Morgoz  the  Dark  Destroyer 
came to the Za Library to hire a scribe? That’s insane.”

“What’s insane,” he retorted, “is that you won’t take this seriously,  
just in case!”

“Cool down, Daxion,” said Alara. “We’re lucky Zarena’s alive. Let’s 
just enjoy the moment.”

“Yeah,” he agreed quickly. “We are  lucky. We could have lost you.” 
Smiling at me, he picked up a cookie.

“It’s good to be here,” I smiled back. “That reminds me. Alara, you 
and your nest-mates should come to the party.” I  handed her Lygor’s 
letter.

“Oh, the mysterious letter.” Alara’s smirk softened as she read.
“Will you take my reply to Lygor, please?” I wrote a note.
Alara tucked it into her mail bag. “We can set up an air-ball net.”
“And a  fire-ball  court.  We’ll  bring the  backboards  we use  for  the 

Games.” Daxion helped himself to two more cookies.
“I hope you’re bringing some Pyran friends,” she snorted. “No one 

else is wacky enough to play with a flaming birdcage.”
They discussed the party until the cookies were gone. Alara glanced 

out the window. “It’s almost dark. I should be getting home.”
I  nodded.  “Say,  could  you  give  Daxion  a  ride  back  to  the 

Lighthouse?”
“Sure. Stella can handle him, even with all that extra cookie weight. 

Oh, here’s your mail.” She dug through her bag.
Daxion stood. “Zarena,  we’ll  work on your escape plan tomorrow 

afternoon. The soldiers will keep you safe tonight. Just shoot off a flare if 
you need anything.  And lock the door behind us.” He swung his pack 
onto his back as he followed Alara outside.

I had only once locked the library, and the bolt had presented no 
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obstacle to the imaginary Morgoz. But just to make my friend happy, I 
did.

The next day dawned bright and rosy. I decided to defer my research 
until I restored the Library. It depressed me to see half-burned books and 
empty shelves. By midday I had retrieved the manuscripts I needed to 
copy from the vault. Silver spent her morning by the waterfall, slapping at 
fish and licking water off her paw.

Laeka knocked and bustled in with more food. “I’m having trouble 
finding you an apprentice,” she apologized. “The last one complained the 
job was boring,  and now the  newcomers  say  it’s  too dangerous.”  She 
surveyed my empty kitchen and left.

I baked a batch of cookies and took some to the soldiers. One was 
cleaning his rifle, three played dice, and two others watched the horizon. 
The snoozing dragon opened one eye. I felt sorry for them, stationed in 
full battle gear because of someone’s hallucination.

That afternoon, after a brief swim, I started copying documents. Then 
Kimi knocked,  and we sat  by the pond eating cookies.  “Keeping your 
nose in the books has driven you bonkers, Zarena,” she groaned. When I 
told her the newcomers’ opinion of her old job, she laughed. I invited her 
to the party. Delighted, she offered to spread word.

Daxion  joined  us  by  the  pond.  After  some  party  talk  and  a  few 
cookies, he declared, “Zarena, we should get to work on the escape plan.”

“I guess it’s always good to have one of those,” I shrugged.
Kimi said goodbye and headed back to Aquah. I turned to Daxion. 

“So, as my personal security advisor, what do you suggest?”
“I’m thinking you need a three-point approach.” He counted on his 

fingers. “One: emergency alert. You signal for help. Two: escape route. 
You get out of the building. Three: defensive readiness. If all else fails,  
you fend off your attacker.”

“You’ve been doing a lot of thinking,” I chuckled.
“First,  let’s  put  the  flares  in  easy  reach.”  He  carried  the  gun and 

cartridges into the kitchen. “The vault has a second exit, right?” He lifted 
the trap door.

“It’s got a watertight door to a cliff over the sea.” I followed him into 
the cavern that had been fitted with shelves by Ileia’s predecessors. “In 
my delusion, I tried to escape that way.”

Daxion  turned the  wheel,  pushed  the  door,  and  scanned the  bay. 
“You shouldn’t have stuck around to chat with the big creep. If you’d 
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shot the flare and run through the vault while he was smashing the door, 
you would have made it.”

I sighed. “He still would have caught me.”
“If  he  catches  you  again,  he’ll  be  in  for  an  unpleasant  surprise,” 

grinned the Pyran, pulling the door shut.
“This is pointless,” I protested as I followed him up to the courtyard. 

“He’s  got  lethal  powers.  I  barely  survived  the  newcomer  martial  arts 
class.”

“A dead girl can’t rewrite history for him.” He flexed into a fighting 
stance. “While he’s wind-bagging, get in a few blows and run.”

“He’s an eight-foot tower of armor, Daxion!”
The  fire  tribesman  dropped  his  hands.  “Will  you  stop  being  so 

negative? You’ll never win if you give up before you start.”
I  smiled  apologetically.  He  was  going  out  of  his  way  to  teach  a 

mediocre student. The least I could do was try to learn.
He made me run in place, stretch my muscles, and shift my weight 

between my feet.  Then he showed me a balanced fighting  stance  and 
some punches, blocks, and kicks.

“You’re getting the hang of it,” he grinned. “Let’s see what you’ve 
got. Pretend I’m Morgoz, and let me have it.”

Hesitantly, I struck with my right fist. He caught my wrist. Then he 
leaned toward me and lowered his voice. “I’m Morgoz. Bow to me!”

Scowling, I unleashed a left hook and socked him in the jaw.
Daxion staggered backward, his hand on his chin. He looked up with 

a big smile. “That’s more like it!”
“That felt pretty good, actually,” I admitted, rubbing my knuckles.
Next he taught me how to break a grip on my wrist and dodge a blow 

to the head. Though useless against Morgoz, these were handy things to 
know, so I paid attention. But I was beginning to miss my solitude.

I stepped back from Daxion. “I think that’s as much as my addled 
brain can absorb today. Thanks for the lesson.”

“Yeah. I guess you should get some rest.”
“Want  to take  Jaanor  some cookies?  You did leave  him alone on 

watch, after a full day of teaching.”
Daxion returned my smile. “He knows I’m helping you.”
I set a few cookies on a piece of paper. “A lot has happened since I 

last sent you home with cookies.”
“I hope you have a better night this time,” he laughed, taking the 
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package.  “You should  eat  some of  these  yourself,  Zarena.  You could 
stand to fill out a little. I mean, not that you aren’t… Well, I’ll see you 
tomorrow.” He waved to the soldiers as he walked away.

As I returned to my copying, Alara showed up. “Back to the books?”
“Sort of. I keep getting interrupted.”
“Zarena, everyone is worried about you. But I won’t keep you. I just 

have some mail to drop off.” She laid a few volumes on the desk.
I set down my pen. “I’m not trying to run you off, Alara. You’ve all  

been really nice. Laeka brought food, Kimi popped in to visit, and Daxion 
gave me a martial arts lesson.”

“What’s this? The Historian of Za is getting a social life?” she asked 
with mock incredulity. “Oh, speaking of, I told everyone in Aerah about 
the party. Well, take care.” She swept out the door.

I finally managed to copy one document before I took a bath and 
went to bed.

On Third-Day  one  distraction  followed another.  After  breakfast  a 
Terran carpenter showed up with a table, some chairs, and an icebox. As 
his  dust  settled  onto  the  road,  the  potter  arrived  with  new  dishes.  I 
remembered  Kimi’s  request,  so  I  baked  more  cookies.  When  Silver 
rubbed on my ankles mewing, I fed us. Then I cut a notch in the corner 
of the kitchen door for her.

A squat old Terran delivered a load of ice. Two Pyrans browsed the 
stacks and checked out a  few books.  Then Laeka came by with more 
food. She reminded me about the tribal meeting that evening. I hoped she 
wouldn’t dwell on my misfortune when she read the news.

As  I  finally  sat  at  my  desk,  someone  else  rapped  on  the  door. 
“Zarena? It’s me,” called Daxion.

I glanced at the clock. “Come in.”
He approached my desk.  “The party’s tomorrow. Do you want to 

walk together?”
“Sure.”  I  rose  from  my  chair.  “Come  sit  in  the  kitchen.  I  have 

furniture now.”
“You’re keeping the tradesmen busy,” he remarked as he followed 

me.
I set the cookie plate in front of him. “Just doing my part to keep the 

economy going.”
“You really shouldn’t leave the door unlocked,” he scolded, biting a 

cookie. “Morgoz might slip in while you’re not looking.”
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I poured him a glass of milk. “Daxion, if Morgoz really wanted to get 
in, he could pose as a Zaian. He’s a shape-shifter.”

“Ooh, that’s right. He could pose as me. I could be him right now!” 
His ruddy face twisted into an evil grin.

“I doubt that,” I groaned. “We wouldn’t be having the same stupid 
argument.”

Daxion laughed. “I guess not. So, today I’m going to show you how 
to throw someone who grabs you from behind. And you need to learn 
some flying kicks. They work on tall people.”

I sighed. “I was hoping to get some copying done.”
“What’s more important, your safety or some dusty book collection?” 

He led me out the back door.
“That  dusty  book  collection  happens  to  be  my  life’s  work,”  I 

grumbled.  “And if  I fought Morgoz, I’d be a greasy burn spot on the 
floor. This is chimerical.”

“What does that mean?”
“Impossible.”
He  laughed.  “Long  legs  and  long  words.  You’re  one  of  a  kind, 

Zarena.”
To dispel my unease, I started my warm-up.
Then Daxion stepped behind me. “A girl can throw a big guy if she 

uses physics. Grab me under the arms, and as you hunch down, throw me 
over your head.” He locked his arms around me.

I slipped from his grasp. “Daxion, if I tried to throw Morgoz, I’d get 
crushed under a half ton of metal.”

He tilted his head at me. “Maybe you’re right. There are easier ways to 
inflict pain.” He showed me how to elbow an attacker’s ribs and stomp 
on his foot, distracting him long enough to twist away.

“I hope he forgets his chest armor and sabatons,” I remarked, jabbing 
his stomach. “Otherwise, I’ll be the one in pain.”

“You’re dishing out plenty yourself,” he laughed. He rubbed the top 
of his foot. “I think you’ve got it. Okay, now the kicks. The key is the 
footwork. Get centered with your weight moving in the right direction.” 
He leaped, spun in mid-air, and kicked.

After a few half-hearted attempts,  I executed a simple roundhouse 
kick. Daxion smiled broadly. “You’re more coordinated than you think, 
Zarena. You should come lava surfing with me.”

“Thanks, but I’d get incinerated. I’ve never even surfed on water,” I 
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panted. I glanced at the sun. “Are we done? I’m supposed to be at my 
meeting soon. And yours is even farther away.”

“Let’s go over the weapons really quick. I can be a little late.”
I winced. “Look, Daxion, it was nice of you to give me a refresher 

course, but that’s all the coaching I need. You’re dreaming if you think I 
can fight Morgoz.”

“Give me two hours a day, and you’ll be ready before you know it.”
“Two hours a day?” I gasped. This would be a big intrusion on my 

hermitry. And it would mean being uncomfortably close to Daxion, who 
seemed interested in more than training me. “I don’t have that kind of 
time. I have a job, with responsibilities.”

He crossed his arms. “Yes, and it puts you in peril. I’m not going to 
let you ignore the danger.”

“That’s a risk I’m willing to take. It’s not your problem,” I retorted.
“It is my problem, Zarena,” he snapped, “because I care about you!”
Taken aback, I stammered, “Well, you—you shouldn’t!”
His face became redder, and his orange eyes flashed. “Fine. Go to 

your meeting. But I’ll be back. If anything happened to you, I couldn’t live 
with myself!” He stormed out of the courtyard.

I stumbled into the kitchen, where Silver was licking the milk glass. I  
sat and stroked her fur. Daxion made me angry, demanding so much time 
for something so futile. Still, I was disgusted with myself for being rude to 
my light-hearted, generous neighbor.

I resumed my copying,  but my pen moved slowly.  Then came yet 
another rap on the door. “Mail delivery!” called Alara.

“Come in,” I moaned.
Alara plopped my mail on the desk. “Are you all right, Zarena?”
“Yeah, I’m okay. I just had an argument with Daxion. He’s insisting I 

train for two hours a day. I got really short with him, and he left in a 
huff.”

“You turned down personal training from Daxion?” She settled onto 
a chair. “Why?”

“If Morgoz is really out to get me, I’m doomed. And I don’t have that 
kind of time. I wish he would stop worrying about me.”

Alara shrugged. “You’re probably right about Morgoz. But Daxion 
worries because he likes you.”

“I don’t want him to like me! He’s driving me crazy.”
“You already  are crazy, Zarena. He’s good-looking, and he’s funny, 
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and he’s nice. And he’s good at sports. What more could you want in a 
guy?”

I sighed. “I’m not looking for anything in a guy. I just want to be left 
alone to do my work.”

“That’s not healthy.” She shook her silvery plumage. “All work and 
no play are turning you into an obsessive nutjob.”

“I’m not obsessive! I just need to get the Library back to normal.”
Alara hunched down and peered at me over the pile of mail. “You’re 

hiding behind a paper fortress.” She sat up again. “Gavron’s been gone a 
while now. You should start living again.”

I studied the mail carrier’s earnest face. She’d been a dear companion 
during my hardships. I decided to let down my guard.

I closed my eyes and imagined letting Daxion into my life. I felt a 
twinge of excitement. He was positive and playful, not to mention tall and 
handsome.  But  then  my  pleasant  flush  was  overwhelmed  by 
apprehension. Every time he surfed the volcano, I’d be terrified of losing 
him. I was better off with my books.

I smiled at my friend. “I am living, Alara. I love my work, and you’re 
here  whenever  I  need  company.  Besides,  it  just  wouldn’t  work  with 
Daxion. He needs a girl who likes adventure.”

“Try some adventure. You might just like it.”
I shook my head. “The only kind I like is riding things. I loved seeing 

the world from your eagle. And Gavron’s lion, and Kimi’s swordfish. And 
the lighthouse keepers’ dragon, even though I was dazed.”

“You should go traveling. Get on a Trading Company ship, and take 
a tour of the Continent. Didn’t Ileia leave you some money?”

“I’ve  daydreamed  about  going  abroad.”  I  rested  my  chin  on  my 
hands. “Maybe someday I’ll work up the courage to do it.”

“Well, speaking of riding things, you want a lift to the party?”
I hesitated. “Daxion said he’d walk with me, but now I don’t know if 

he’ll show up.”
“I’ll come by,” she smiled, closing the flap of her mailbag. “If he’s 

here I’ll give you both a ride. And in the meantime, cheer up. Pyrans blow 
their stacks pretty easily, but they come around again.”

“I hope you’re right.” I returned her smile.
She patted Silver’s head. “I still can’t believe you’re passing him up. 

He’s fabulous. I wish I had your kind of problem.”
“I usually don’t have this kind of problem, Alara. I have a figure like a 
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broomstick, and I’d rather study than play. But actually,” I said with a sly 
smile, “you would be a perfect match for Daxion.  And then he’d stop 
bugging me.”

“You think? He’s never paid attention to me.”
“You’re always sarcastic with him. If he knew you were interested…” 

I  glanced  at  her  knee-length  garment.  “Wear  a  really  short  tunic 
tomorrow.”

Grinning, Alara picked up a cookie. “Maybe I should crumble one of 
these onto my hair.”

“Take some home. Do you want Ileia’s recipe?”
She rolled her eyes. “Zarena, I live in a treehouse. Well, I’ll see you in 

the morning.” She danced back out to her eagle.
I resolved to apologize to Daxion. I would also do everything I could 

to make him notice Alara. I transcribed with renewed energy.
When I left for the meeting, one soldier walked in front of me and 

two others followed. Aside from the Library fire,  the only news was a  
proposed communication system. Each village and Zanctiah would get a 
station that sent electric pulses along a wire.

We  broke  into  groups  to  eat  roasted  fish  and  vegetables.  The 
moonlight  gleamed on the dark water,  and a gentle  breeze rustled the 
palm leaves.  Kimi and her friends chatted excitedly  about  the party.  I 
brought plates to the guards, standing at attention nearby.

They escorted me home, and I slept like a rock.
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